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Whether unilateral actions are used to circumvent legislative policy prefer-
ences is a central question in separated systems. although executives have in-
centives to engage in this behavior, us policymaking studies offer little evidence 
of it. We explore how intervals between legislative sessions can create such op-
portunities, depending on interbranch policy disagreement and legislatures’ spe-
cial session powers. during intersession breaks, executives issue more executive 
orders under divided government relative to unified, but only when legislatures 
lack control over special sessions. executives facing legislatures with such pow-
ers cannot exploit these breaks. We demonstrate these dynamics in the us states. 
additionally, we find governors “wait out” legislatures without special session 
powers, engaging in more unilateral activity following the adjournment of ses-
sions. this study has implications for understanding the conditions under which 
legislatures can constrain executive power and the balance of power in separated 
systems.

Balancing legislative and executive power is a fundamental 
objective of separation of powers systems. even as these systems 
have changed over time, one question looms at the forefront of 
scholarly inquiry and public discourse: are executives constrained 
by their legislative counterparts, or do they exert their powers 
without fear of reprisal? in few contexts is this concern as salient 
as in the case of executive unilateralism. When presidents or gov-
ernors disagree with legislatures over policy, they can seemingly 
use unilateral actions, like executive orders, to bypass the statutory 
process and obtain more favorable outcomes.

yet, political scientists generally find little support for this 
“evasion” hypothesis; rather, presidents appear constrained by 
congressional preferences, issuing fewer executive orders on 
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average during divided government (Chiou and rothenberg 2017; 
Howell 2003). the few state-level studies of unilateralism that exist 
find governors exhibit similar restraint when legislatures are con-
trolled by the opposition party, though to varying degrees (e.g., 
Barber, Bolton, and thrower 2019; Cockerham and Crew 2017). 
Why might executives temper their unilateralism in this manner?

Perhaps the most likely source of this constraint lies in the 
power of legislative majorities to sanction executives through stat-
utory or nonstatutory means. Most scholarship, however, takes 
legislatures’ ability to impose such constraints for granted and 
does not specify what these powers are or their potential limits. 
as such, the mechanisms behind this empirical phenomenon have 
largely remained unexplored. Here, we emphasize the importance 
of legislatures’ policymaking capacity, i.e. their political opportu-
nities and powers to perform key legislative functions, as a central 
factor underlying executive restraint.

We focus on one understudied, but powerful, facet of leg-
islative policymaking capacity—the timing of and control over 
legislative sessions. We argue that when legislatures are in session, 
they have greater opportunities to constrain executives and impose 
costs on them through activities like oversight hearings, exercis-
ing legislative vetoes, and lawmaking. the threat of these costly 
legislative sanctions is particularly salient during periods of inter-
branch policy disagreement, when executives have the most incen-
tives to use unilateral actions to circumvent legislative preferences. 
if  legislatures are in session, executives should be more reticent to 
employ such actions for fear of retaliation.

When session is out, however, executives can act unilaterally 
with less threat of legislative reprisal, and their orders are more 
likely to persist. Legislative agendas fill up out of session, raising 
the opportunity costs of addressing any given order when the leg-
islature reconvenes. Orders create constituencies benefiting from 
newly created policies, likewise heightening the political costs for 
legislatures seeking to overturn them after they have gone into ef-
fect. Finally, coordinating effective responses to unilateralism is 
difficult when legislators are out of the capital. these factors all 
give executives increased incentives to pursue orders outside of 
sessions.

Whether governors act on these incentives depends, how-
ever, on legislatures’ power to call special sessions and to set their 
agendas. if  legislatures can dictate the terms of their special ses-
sions, they have more opportunities to retaliate against unilateral 
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action and can more expeditiously respond to unilateral actions, 
even when adjourned. thus, executives should on the margins be 
more restrained regardless of whether sessions are convened. if  
legislatures lack these powers, however, executives can evade leg-
islative opponents during divided government when sessions are 
adjourned with less fear of reprisal.

We evaluate these arguments in the us states, where legisla-
tive session timing and powers vary substantially. to do so, we use 
data on gubernatorial executive orders issued between 1993 and 
2013 (4,739 of which were issued during legislative recesses). We 
find empirical support for our theory, showing legislatures prevent 
executive evasion when they are in session and when they can in-
dependently govern their special sessions. these results hold even 
after accounting for alternative explanations, including legislative 
resources, productivity, and total session length. We supplement 
our findings by demonstrating that unilateral activity significantly 
increases following the adjournment of sessions, but only in states 
where legislatures cannot dictate their special sessions. thus, gov-
ernors appear to “wait out” legislatures that are less able to retali-
ate once their members leave the capital.

governors’ recent spate of COvid-19 related executive or-
ders illustrates the importance of interbranch conflict, session tim-
ing, and legislative powers for tempering gubernatorial ambitions. 
executive orders played an important role in managing state-level 
responses to the pandemic. For example, governors directed resi-
dents to shelter in place (California gov. gavin Newsom eO N-33-
20); suspended elective medical procedures (New Jersey gov. Phil 
Murphy, eO 109); and relaxed requirements for unemployment 
benefits (Ohio gov. Mike deWine, eO 2020-03d). in some cases, 
legislators objected to what they lamented as abuses of executive 
power, but they varied in their ability to counter these orders based 
on the factors identified above.

Maine and Connecticut republicans, for instance, petitioned 
to convene special sessions to reduce gubernatorial power, but they 
were thwarted in both states by majority democratic legislators 
protecting their copartisan governors. these episodes (consist-
ent with our argument) illustrate the importance of legislative- 
executive alignment for gubernatorial calculations about legisla-
tive responses. in Kansas, a special session pitted democratic 
governor Laura Kelly against republican legislative majorities 
over the scope of her unilateral powers. unlike in some states, 
Kansas legislators control their agendas during special sessions 
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and were able to pass legislation that, among other things, curbed 
the governor’s power to unilaterally close businesses and spend 
federal aid. this case demonstrates how special session powers 
and interbranch conflict can together lead to limits on executive 
authority, as articulated in our argument.

altogether, this study contributes to the separation of powers 
literature by shedding new light on the question of whether and 
under what conditions legislatures can cabin executive unilateral 
power. it illuminates mechanisms of executive constraint rooted 
in the policymaking opportunities of legislatures in the us states. 
By leveraging state-level variation in policymaking capacity, this 
study advances a theoretical literature that largely takes these po-
litical opportunities for granted. this work also sheds light on the 
long-standing puzzle in american politics of why executives do 
not always use their seemingly broad powers to unilaterally bypass 
legislative opponents. in doing so, we gain new insights into the 
bases of legislative power in separated systems.

Executive Unilateralism, Legislative Constraint, and the Political 
Dynamics of Timing

the exigencies of modern policymaking demand delegation 
to executive branch officials. Chief executives can use delegated 
authority to guide implementation to benefit themselves, poten-
tially at the expense of legislative preferences. this concern is par-
ticularly salient in the context of unilateral directives that instruct 
agencies on how to execute the law. in this section, we explore why 
executives use these orders and how legislatures’ power to control 
the timing of their sessions can constrain executive unilateralism.

Previous Literature and Puzzles

given their vast potential to influence public policy and ex-
pand executive power, many studies examine when and why uni-
lateral actions are deployed. Most of this research focuses on 
presidential executive orders, linking their use to a wide variety 
of factors such as economic or foreign crises, beginning and end 
of term effects, public approval, and election years (Christenson 
and Kriner 2019; Krause and Cohen 1997; 2000; Mayer 2002; 
rottinghaus and Warber 2015; Williams 2020; young 2013). a 
smaller literature on gubernatorial orders has examined other 
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explanatory factors, including legislative power (Barber, Bolton, 
and thrower 2019; Cockerham and Crew 2017) and partisanship 
(sellers 2017). yet, the literature as a whole largely centers on one 
key question: do executives use unilateral action to bypass an un-
friendly legislature, or are they actually constrained by their legis-
lative opponents?

Media reports and conventional wisdom seem to suggest the 
former. unhampered by the collective action problems of legis-
latures, chief  executives can unilaterally impose their will (Moe 
and Howell 1999), particularly when facing opposed legislative 
majorities. scholarly research, however, yields more mixed results. 
some studies find inconsistent or insignificant effects of legisla-
tive preferences on unilateralism (Belco and rottinghaus 2017; 
Cockerham and Crew 2017; deering and Maltzman 1999; Mayer 
2002; Williams 2020). Most, however, reveal modern presidents 
and governors tend to issue fewer unilateral directives during di-
vided government (Barber, Bolton, and thrower 2019; Bolton 
and thrower 2016; Chiou and rothenberg 2017; Fine and Warber 
2012; Howell 2003; Lowande 2014; young 2013), suggesting exec-
utives are significantly constrained. But, why do executives choose 
not to evade legislative opponents, especially given the seeming ad-
vantages of unilateralism?

One explanation, which we take up here, focuses on the ability 
of legislatures themselves to curb unilateral power. in particular, 
executives might face costly punishments if  they shift policies away 
from the preferences of legislative majorities and thus avoid doing 
so. For instance, legislatures may seek to amend or reverse unilat-
eral directives by passing a law. this is unlikely to occur, however, 
because strategic executives can unilaterally move policy into the 
gridlock interval to prevent direct legislative subversion (Howell 
2003). therefore, nonstatutory means of retaliating against unilat-
eral action are a more promising avenue for legislatures. these re-
sponses do not require executive consent, thus allowing legislatures 
to impose costs on executives without passing a law. Nonstatutory 
responses include increased oversight of executive-branch actions 
that erode the executive’s public approval, refusals to act on execu-
tive priorities that are less salient to the legislature, and legislative 
vetoes of agency regulations promulgated pursuant to an order 
(Barber, Bolton, and thrower 2019; Chiou and rothenberg 2017; 
Kriner and schickler 2016). such punishments are detrimental to 
executives’ policy agendas and can impose substantial costs upon 
them. if  executives perceive that these costs are likely, unilateral 
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strategies making legislatures worse off  become relatively less 
attractive.

Whether legislatures can impose these costs depends funda-
mentally on their degree of policymaking capacity (i.e., the op-
portunities they possess to create policies that can meaningfully 
constrain executive power). those with sufficiently high policy-
making capacity can credibly punish executives for unfavorable 
unilateral actions. if  policymaking capacity is lacking, however, 
executives have strong incentives to evade hostile legislatures 
through unilateralism.

scholarly accounts of unilateralism generally take legis-
latures’ opportunities to influence policy for granted, failing to 
specify their mechanisms of sanctioning executives or link them 
systematically to executive behavior. an exception is Barber, 
Bolton, and thrower (2019), but they focus only on specific poli-
cymaking factors such as legislative coalition sizes and regulatory 
review powers. a particularly important aspect of policymaking 
capacity overlooked in the literature is the time legislatures are ac-
tually in session. the execution of nearly all of the statutory and 
nonstatutory responses to unilateralism outlined above requires 
legislatures to be convened. Passing bills necessitates a legislative 
meeting. Legislators must sit at the rostrum and question witnesses 
at an oversight hearing. Legislative vetoes demand affirmative ac-
tion by the chamber or committees. We now to turn to understand-
ing how this element of policymaking capacity can have important 
implications for both legislative and executive power.

Session Timing, Legislative Power, and Executive Incentives for 
Unilateralism

Legislative sessions are considered either “regular” (i.e., oc-
curring at prespecified times, either by constitutional or statutory 
mandate) or “special” (i.e., irregularly timed and ad hoc). in regu-
lar sessions, legislatures can freely engage in the activities discussed 
above that challenge executive power. However, legislatures’ spe-
cial session powers—their ability to call special sessions and de-
termine the agendas of these sessions—vary across the us states.1. 
these limitations have implications for whether legislatures can 
hold governors accountable for their unilateral activity and, con-
sequently, for executive calculations about both whether and when 
to unilaterally change policies. When legislatures lack control over 
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their sessions, it opens up new avenues for evasion by giving ex-
ecutives incentives to act when legislatures are not convened and 
cannot immediately retaliate. in this way, legislative session timing 
and special session powers have important impacts on both legisla-
tive and executive power.

Why would governors bother waiting for legislatures to leave 
session to issue unilateral orders? after all, there is no time limit 
for legislative responses and nothing to stop legislatures from re-
buking a governor’s order in the future. We argue there are at least 
three advantages governors might gain from issuing unilateral or-
ders while the legislature is out of town.2.

First, many different issues may arise between sessions. thus, 
when the legislature comes into session again, the opportunity 
costs of addressing any given gubernatorial action will increase; 
this lessens the likelihood of legislative response on the margins. 
Consequently, governors can expect a higher likelihood of their 
order standing even after the legislature comes back into session. 
second, the creation of a new policy can create additional constit-
uencies that support its entrenchment (Baumgartner et al. 2009). 
the presence of such public support for the governor’s action 
may make a legislative response costlier when session reconvenes, 
because constituents are now benefiting from a recently created 
policy or its anticipated implementation. this dynamic lowers the 
likelihood of legislative response on the margins and insulate gu-
bernatorial policies. Finally, many of the possible responses to a 
new order require substantial coordinated action by the legisla-
ture; this may be complicated when legislators are back in their 
districts and exacerbated by these other two barriers.

indeed, political observers frequently identify abbreviated 
legislative sessions as an important driver of enhanced executive 
power. For instance, political commentator Paul Burka attributed 
texas governor rick Perry’s controversial expansion of executive 
power through his use of executive orders to the legislature’s short 
sessions: “the legislative branch can try to fight back. it can pass 
a law overturning an executive order. it can cut appropriations for 
the governor or his pet projects. it can investigate … the senate 
can refuse to confirm gubernatorial appointments … But the bot-
tom line is that the Legislature can take action for 20 weeks every 
two years, and the governor can take action for 52  weeks every 
year. the governor has the advantage if  he wants it … Keep an eye 
out on the items in his legislative wish list that fail to pass: they 
could reappear as the subject of executive orders.”3.
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However, just because the legislature is out of session does 
not mean governors will necessarily be able to reap these benefits. 
Legislatures may still be able to effectively retaliate through special 
sessions (or the threat of them), which allow relatively expeditious 
responses and prevent agendas from filling up or new constituen-
cies from forming to support the order. special sessions are not 
a panacea, however. even if  legislatures wanted to call a special 
session, this is not always a viable strategy for two reasons. First, 
many face legal and constitutional barriers to doing so. For in-
stance, 15 state legislatures in 2018 did not have the ability to call 
special sessions. these restrictions can empower executives dur-
ing intersession breaks. second, some legislatures are unable to 
control their agendas once they come into special session. instead, 
these sessions are focused on only one or a few issues, most often 
dictated by the governor. in states like Kentucky, for instance, gov-
ernors are solely charged with determining the agendas of special 
sessions (Council of state governments 2018). in these cases, ex-
ternal agenda controls hinder the capacity of legislatures to con-
front executive power.4.

thus, whether legislators possess special session powers has 
important incentive effects for executives’ calculations about the 
use of evasive unilateral strategies. to demonstrate, first consider 
contexts in which legislatures (as in states such as arkansas, idaho, 
and texas) do not have power over special session timing or agen-
das. Here, we argue the effect of interbranch partisan division de-
pends on the timing of legislative sessions. When the legislature 
is adjourned and lacks special session powers, we expect patterns 
consistent with evasion. governors have strong incentives for uni-
lateralism during divided government to achieve more favorable 
policy outcomes than what they would otherwise obtain through 
the normal lawmaking process. understanding that opposed leg-
islatures without special session powers lack opportunities to re-
spond when out of session, governors will have less hesitation in 
issuing unilateral actions that make legislative majorities worse off  
relative to the status quo. if  the legislature is in session during di-
vided government, however, it can more readily retaliate against 
these orders through statutory and nonstatutory sanctions. as 
such, we expect the effects of divided government to be damp-
ened during legislative sessions as governors seek to “wait out” the 
legislature.

Likewise, in a complementary fashion, the effect of whether a 
legislature is in session on unilateralism will depend on interbranch 
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partisan alignment. under unified government, governors will 
largely issue orders in line with the preferences of the legislative 
majority. thus, there is little incentive for executives to time unilat-
eral actions around legislative sessions because the fear of retalia-
tion is abated. therefore, we expect no relationship between session 
timing and unilateralism under conditions of unified government. 
during divided government, however, executives want to time their 
orders to avoid legislative sessions and evade adversarial legisla-
tures. they can effectively do so because legislatures with limited 
special session powers are inhibited in responding to unfavorable 
executive actions. as such, we expect the effect of session timing to 
matter a great deal during divided government. in particular, chief  
executives should pen significantly fewer unilateral directives when 
legislatures are in session relative to when they are not.

this logic leads us to our first hypothesis:
if  legislatures lack the power to control special sessions:

H1a (Executive Evasion): When the legislature is out of ses-
sion, executives issue more unilateral actions during divided govern-
ment relative to unified government. This effect should be null when 
the legislature is in session.

H1b (In-Session Constraint): During divided government, 
executives issue fewer unilateral actions when the legislature is in 
session relative to being out of session. During unified government, 
whether or not the legislature is in session has no effect on unilateral 
actions.

Furthermore, we expect patterns of constraint to be most 
prevalent in regular sessions. When legislatures cannot control 
special sessions, these powers typically redound to the chief  ex-
ecutives instead. executives who can call special sessions and de-
termine their agendas are unlikely to do so for the purposes of 
executive constraint. in these cases, such constraint must occur in 
regular sessions, where legislatures can more freely pursue retalia-
tory measures against the executive. accordingly, our second hy-
pothesis contends:

H2 (Session Type): The interactive effects between session tim-
ing and divided government stated in Hypothesis 1a and Hypothesis 
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1b should only be significant for regular sessions. The interactive 
effect between divided government and being in or out of special ses-
sion should be null.

Now consider legislatures possessing special session powers. 
in these contexts, we do not expect the same interactions between 
session timing and partisan division as described above. Here, if  a 
chief  executive unilaterally shifts policy away from legislative pref-
erences, then legislatures can expeditiously respond by reconven-
ing.5. the evasion strategy is costlier in these contexts and therefore 
less desirable from the perspective of the executive, all else equal. 
thus, the timing effects of legislative sessions on unilateralism will 
not be evident when legislatures can control their special sessions. 
similarly, while executives have incentives to evade during recesses, 
they will only act on these impulses when legislatures lack special 
session powers. When these legislative powers exist, the evasion 
strategy becomes relatively unattractive to executives, regardless 
of the timing of sessions, given a greater ability and likelihood of 
legislative retaliation. as such, the effect of interbranch policy dis-
agreement will not depend on whether or not the legislature is in 
session, or vice versa. the difference between session types should 
not be relevant when legislatures have special session powers, as 
implied by the theoretical argument since they can use both to act 
against executives.

H3 (Legislative Constraint): If legislatures can control special 
sessions, the effects of divided government will not depend on session 
timing. Similarly, the effects of session timing will not depend on 
partisan division.

Empirical Context, Data, and Statistical Modeling

Dependent Variable: Executive Orders

to evaluate our argument, we examine the timing of guber-
natorial executive order issuance in the us states. executive or-
ders are written directives giving instructions to executive branch 
officials on interpreting and implementing the law. they serve a 
variety of functions. On the more inconsequential end, governors 
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use them for ceremonial purposes (e.g., lowering flags or declar-
ing a holiday) or mundane administrative tasks (e.g., closing state 
offices on holidays or making technical corrections to previous 
orders). However, orders are also employed for more substantive 
administrative purposes, such as appointments and the creation, 
reorganization, extension, and termination of agencies, commis-
sions, and task forces. in this way, executive orders help governors 
control the bureaucracy and its policy outputs.

governors also frequently use orders to create new programs, 
initiatives, policies, or guidelines on salient issues. For example, 
in 2018, Ohio governor John Kasich signed an executive order 
(2018-04K) authorizing the testing of autonomous vehicles and 
delineating guidelines for their operation. the order simultane-
ously created the Ohio autonomous vehicle Pilot Program to 
assist municipalities in working with local auto technology com-
panies. executive orders also establish agencies or administrative 
structures, as when governor Ben Nelson created the Nebraska 
transportation industry task Force to oversee the newly designed 
transportation efficiency Project in 1995 (eO 95-3). Likewise, 
orders commonly delegate or transfer authority to agencies, allo-
cate funds for projects, and alter or reverse existing policies. given 
this diversity of purposes for which they are employed, executive 
orders play an important role in helping governors advance their 
policy programs.

there is uncertainty surrounding how long governors have 
used executive orders due to inconsistencies in publicly available 
sources. While some states, like iowa, have recorded orders from 
the 1800s, most only have accessible records of executive orders 
beginning in the early/mid 1990s, which is where we begin our data 
analysis. We rely on a dataset collected by Barber, Bolton, and 
thrower (2019) on the use of executive orders between 1993 and 
2013 in 49 states.6. We augment this data by determining the date 
each order was issued. doing so allows us to evaluate the rela-
tive timing of legislative sessions and executive action. We limit 
our analysis to policy-relevant orders, which are best explained by 
the theory. We omit orders related to ceremonial functions (e.g., 
lowering flags to half-staff  and naming highways) and routine 
administrative tasks (e.g., salary increases and scheduling special 
elections) from the analysis. We also disregard orders related to ap-
pointments and removals of public officials because they are only 
used for this purpose in some states. Finally, we omit orders per-
taining to disaster relief, given their issuance is more closely tied to 
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events outside of the governor and legislature’s control. Overall, 
this leaves 11,109 policy-oriented executive orders in our analysis.7.

Our dependent variable is the number of policy-oriented ex-
ecutive orders issued in every state for each month between 1993 
and 2013. thus, our unit of observation is the state-month-year.8. 
On average, governors issued 0.98 executive orders per month. 
this figure is comparable to presidential unilateral activity. Chiou 
and rothenberg (2017) find that, depending on the significance 
measure, presidents issued between 0.04 and 1.55 executive orders 
per month between 1946 and 2003. table 19 in the online support-
ing information lists summary statistics for substantive executive 
orders issued monthly for each state in our dataset, along with the 
available years. the monthly average ranges from 0.29 orders in 
North dakota to 6.9 orders in Kentucky. the maximum number 
of observed monthly orders is as high as 69 (Kentucky). Likewise, 
the within-state standard deviation ranges from 0.58 (Wyoming) 
to 14.26 (Kentucky).

given the dependent variable is a count, we employ negative 
binomial regressions.9. We include fixed effects for the issuing gov-
ernor to account for the idiosyncrasies of individuals that may in-
fluence their tendency to issue executive orders. these fixed effects 
also control for unobserved differences between states, including 
the attitudes, norms, and practices related to unilateralism and ses-
sions, as well as invariant features of legislative professionalism 
and the executive branch broadly (such as the degree of control 
governors have over agency heads).10. additionally, we include 
month-year fixed effects to account for factors or trends that may 
influence all states in any given month-year. We cluster standard 
errors at the state-year level.11.

Key Independent Variables

the key test of our hypotheses are indicators for interbranch 
preference divergence, whether a legislature is in session, whether a 
legislature can call or control the agendas of their special sessions, 
and their interactions.

Legislative Session Timing and Powers

We code both the timing of special sessions and whether 
legislatures have the power to call or control the agendas in their 
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special sessions. First, In Session is assigned the value of “1” in 
every month the legislature is in either regular or special session 
and “0” otherwise. state legislatures vary substantially in the 
amount of time they meet, depending on constitutional or statu-
tory limitations on session timing and length.12. For instance, in 
2016, Wyoming met for 20 legislative days, California met for 246, 
while Montana, Nevada, North dakota, and texas did not meet 
at all (Council of state governments 2017). Legislatures were only 
in session (regular or special) in 50.4% of the state-months in our 
dataset.13.

to test Hypothesis 2, we use separate measures for each 
session type, based on data collected from the Book of states. 
accordingly, Regular is coded as “1” when the legislature is in reg-
ular session (“0” otherwise), while Special is coded “1” when it is 
in special session (“0” otherwise). as discussed in our theoretical 
argument, we expect patterns of constraint to be most prevalent in 
regular sessions.

Next, we code Special Session Power as “1” if  the legislature 
has the ability to either call a special session or set the agenda in 
special session and “0” otherwise. Legislatures can call special ses-
sions in 35 states. in the remaining cases, only governors have the 
power to convene special sessions. Once in special session, legis-
latures can face additional constraints on the conduct of those 
sessions. Only 39 legislatures can determine the subject of spe-
cial sessions (Council of state governments 2018). these legisla-
tive powers have not been totally static over time. Fifteen states 
changed these legislative powers in some way during our study pe-
riod: eleven altered the legislature’s ability to call special sessions, 
nine modified agenda control rules, and five did both. Further, five 
states (indiana, iowa, tennessee, utah, vermont, and Wisconsin) 
changed one of these powers and reversed course at some point 
within this 20-year span. importantly, as we show in tables 14 and 
15 in the online supporting information, there does not appear to 
be any correlation between interbranch ideological factors or time 
in session and variation in these powers.

While these two powers are mostly paired in states, neither 
necessarily implies the other. in some state-years only governors 
call special sessions but legislatures control their agendas (e.g., 
Minnesota). Others allow legislatures to convene these sessions 
without giving them the authority to control the agenda (e.g., 
georgia). Having either power allows the legislature to play a re-
taliatory role.14.
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Interbranch Conflict

We measure executive-legislative conflict with an indicator 
for Divided Gov’t., which is coded as “1” when the governor is from 
the opposing party of either chamber of the legislature. We obtain 
this information from the dataset introduced by Klarner (2003) 
and update it to accommodate the years of our study.15.

We subset our analyses on Special Session Power, while also 
interacting Divided Gov’t. with In Session (as well as Regular and 
Special in alternate analyses) to test the conditional relationships 
between these three variables. this interaction term is the key test 
of our empirical hypotheses.

Control Variables

We also include control variables that could confound the 
results.16. First, governors often use executive orders to respond 
to natural disasters. although we omit disaster-related orders, cri-
ses could generally augment executive power (Howell, Jackman, 
and rogowski 2013). accordingly, we control for the number of 
federally determined disasters declared by the Federal emergency 
Management agency for each state-month-year (Natural Disaster). 
second, rottinghaus (2015) argues executives use unilateral ac-
tions more during scandals. We use his data on the number of 
scandals occurring in each state-month-year (Scandal). Finally, 
governors often use unilateralism to respond to economic shocks 
(Krause and Cohen 1997). thus, we control for monthly state un-
employment collected by the Bureau of Labor statistics.

governors with greater institutional powers may not need to 
rely on unilateral tools, while legislatures with greater resources 
could be more capable of constraining unilateralism. With respect 
to the former, we use a modified version of the Beyle (2008) index 
of Gubernatorial Institutional Power, which includes gubernatorial 
tenure potential, appointment powers, budgetary powers, and veto 
powers.17.

We also control for other aspects of legislative capacity that 
might confound our results. We measure the institutional resources 
available to legislators by using factor analysis to create a score 
based on the logged number of permanent staff, special staff, and 
salary for each state by year (Resource Capacity).18. including this 
measure ensures our focus on session timing is not tapping into 
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other aspects of legislative professionalism that might drive the 
results. accounting for salary also captures the opportunity costs 
of legislators for coming back into session, which might influence 
executive incentives for unilateralism based on timing.19.

Popular governors are better positioned in legislative bar-
gaining (Kousser and Phillips 2012), which may influence uni-
lateralism. Consistent measures of gubernatorial approval are 
not available, so we use the governor’s vote share in the previous 
election as a proxy (Previous Govn’r Vote). We also include the 
democratic presidential vote share in the previous election as a 
proxy for the state’s liberalism and demand for governmental ac-
tion (Pres. Dem. Vote Share). governors may also be more reticent 
to act unilaterally before elections given increased public scrutiny. 
We therefore include an indicator for a gubernatorial election year 
(Governor Election).

Next, some states can hold their sessions over one or two 
years based on statutory or constitutional provisions. differences 
in these institutional rules influence the windows legislatures have 
to constrain executive unilateralism in regular or special session 
and the frequency of their meetings. to control for this possibility, 
(Two-Year Session) is coded as “1” if  the state legislature’s session 
is held over two years and “0” if  it is held annually. this data was 
gathered from the Book of the states. Finally, we include an in-
dicator for a governor’s final years in office (Last Year), coded as 
“1” if  the governor is in her last term and cannot run for reelection 
because of term limits, and “0” otherwise. this variable captures 
the possibility governors, like presidents, adjust their behavior at 
the end of their terms (Kousser and Phillips 2012).

Results

table 1 summarizes our theoretical hypotheses and their em-
pirical implications. We specify which coefficients, along with their 
appropriate combinations for interactive effects, are used to test 
each prediction and the expected signs for those estimates. We will 
refer back to this table to connect the empirical results to our theo-
retical expectations.

But first, we examine baseline models without interactions in 
Models 1 and 4 of table 2. the coefficients on Divided Government 
and the session variables are small and statistically insignificant in 
both models, suggesting they do not alone impact the number of 
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executive orders issued per month. Of course, our theory predicts 
important interactive effects among these variables.

as such, we consider the interactions between Divided 
Government, In Session, and Special Session Power to test our hy-
potheses, as summarized in table 1. For simplicity, we subset on 
Special Session Power to capture the conditions specified in each 
hypothesis. Both the executive evasion Hypothesis and the in-
session Constraint Hypotheses should hold when legislatures 
do not possess special session powers. We test these hypotheses 
in Models 2 and 5, where the analysis is subsetted to these cases 

taBLe 1  
summary of theoretical and empirical Hypotheses

Hypotheses empirical implications

H1a (Executive Evasion) When special session Powers = 0
When the legislature is out of session, 

executives issue more unilateral 
actions during divided government 
relative to unified government

• Divided (uninteracted) coefficient should be 
positive and statistically significant

• Divided × In Session interaction should be 
negative and significant

• sum of interaction and Divided coefficients 
should be small and statistically insignificant

this effect should be null when the 
legislature is in session

H1b (In-Session Constraint) When special session Powers = 0
during divided government, execu-

tives issue fewer unilateral actions 
when the legislature is in session 
relative to being out of session

• Divided × In Session interaction coefficient 
should be negative and significant

• sum of interaction and In Session coefficients 
should be negative and statistically significant

• In Session (uninteracted) coefficient should be 
statistically insignificant

during unified government, whether 
or not the legislature is in session 
has no effect on unilateral actions

H2 (Session Type) When special session Powers = 0
the timing effects in H1a and H1b are 

drive by regular session timing
• Divided × Regular Session interaction coef-

ficient should be negative and statistically 
significant

• Divided × Special Session interaction 
coefficient should be small and statistically 
insignificant

H3 (Legislative Constraint) When special session Powers = 1
if legislatures can control special 

sessions, the effects of divided 
government will not depend on 
session timing. similarly, the effects 
of session timing will not depend on 
partisan division

• Divided × In Session interaction should be 
small and statistically insignificant
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(i.e., Special Session Power = 0). While the In Session variable in 
Model 2 groups all session types, we also include separate meas-
ures for Regular Session and Special Session in Model 5 to evalu-
ate the session type Hypothesis. to test the Legislative Constraint 
Hypothesis, we consider only cases where legislatures possess the 
power to call special sessions or determine agendas in Models 3 
and 6.

to begin, the executive evasion Hypothesis predicts execu-
tives issue more orders under divided government relative to uni-
fied when the legislature is not in session, but only when it lacks 
special session powers. accordingly, we interact In Session with 
Divided Gov’t. in Model 2 (when Special Session Power = 0) and 
find strong support for this hypothesis. the coefficient for divided 
government is positive and significant, as expected (per table 1), 
and indicates governors issue more executive orders relative to 
unified government when the legislature is not in session (i.e., In 
Session  =  0). When legislatures are convened, this effect is sub-
stantially dampened. the interaction term (In Session × Divided 
Gov’t) is negative and significant, thus diminishing the total effect 
of Divided Gov’t after summing both coefficients.

to visualize the interactive effects, Figure 1 graphs the  
estimated effects of divided government when legislatures are in 
and out of session based on Model 2 (i.e., when legislatures lack 
special session powers). When session is out, governors issue 1.13 
additional executive orders per month under divided government, 
and this effect is statistically significant, as expected. given that 
on average governors issue 0.98 executive orders per month, this 
represents a doubling in unilateral activity under these conditions. 
When the legislature is in session, however, there is not a statisti-
cally significant difference between gubernatorial behavior in uni-
fied versus divided government, as we predicted in table 1. these 
findings are consistent with the argument that governors have in-
centives to evade legislatures but strategically time their unilateral 
activities to avoid the possibility of legislative sanction.

the interaction in Model 2 (when Special Session Powers = 0) 
also provides a test of the in-session Constraint Hypothesis. 
Here, we argue that during divided government, governors issue 
significantly fewer orders when legislatures without these powers 
are convened. governors facing legislative opponents who cannot 
manage special sessions will exercise unilateralism modestly while 
the legislature is in session, because of the increased likelihood 
of retaliation. instead, they wait until the legislature is adjourned 
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to engage in evasive action. under unified government, however, 
we do not expect an effect of legislative sessions on unilateralism 
given that both branches are more likely to agree on policy; there 
is therefore little incentive for governors to evade or strategically 
time their actions.

We find strong support for this hypothesis. in particular, the 
estimated coefficient for In Session (which corresponds to its effect 
under unified government) is small, and the estimated standard 
error is large. However, the sizable, statistically significant, and 
negative interaction term (Divided × In Session) indicates gover-
nors facing divided government exercise restraint in unilateralism 
when legislatures are in session.

Figure 2 presents the estimated marginal effects of being in 
session under unified and divided government when legislatures 
cannot dictate the terms of their special sessions (i.e., Special 
Session Powers = 0). under divided government, governors issue 

Figure 1  
Marginal effects of divided government When the Legislature 
is in and Out of session, Conditional on No Legislative special 

session Powers
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0.71 fewer executive orders per month when the legislature is in 
session versus out of session. though seemingly a small effect, it 
is substantial given that governors, on average, issue just under 
one executive order per month. as expected, being in session does 
not have a statistically significant impact on order issuance when 
executive-legislative preferences are aligned under unified govern-
ment. Overall, when examining cases where legislatures do not 
possess special session powers, we find governors have significant 
opportunities for evasion between sessions but show patterns of 
constraint when legislatures are actually at work.

the analyses in Model 2 combine instances when the leg-
islature is in regular and special sessions. However, the session 
type Hypothesis predicts these results will be driven by the for-
mer. if  legislatures lack special session powers, they will not really 
be able to use these sessions to constrain executive unilateralism. 

Figure 2  
Marginal effects of Being in session during divided 

government and unified government, Conditional on No 
Legislative special session Powers
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Legislatures may still have some vehicles to counter the gover-
nor, for example, by publicizing unpopular executive actions. But 
because special sessions are primarily governor driven when leg-
islatures lack these powers, the effects in Model 2 should more 
greatly manifest during regular sessions. the analysis in Model 
5 uses separate indicators for whether the legislature is in regu-
lar or special session in a given month in the subset of  states 
where legislatures lack special session powers. as suspected, the 
effects in Model 2 appear driven by regular sessions. Regular × 
Divided Gov’t is negative and statistically significant, while Special 
× Divided Gov’t is not statistically significant. the coefficient for 
divided government remains positive and statistically significant. 
taken together, these results demonstrate that the interactive ef-
fects between divided government and being in session are driven 
by the occurrence of regular sessions. these findings are consist-
ent with the Hypothesis 2.

Next, we evaluate the Legislative Constraint Hypothesis in 
Model 3 (Special Session Powers = 1). When legislatures possess 
the power to call special sessions and/or determine the agendas 
of those sessions, governors will lack the opportunities to use the 
timing of unilateral action to strategically evade legislatures. in 
these cases, the occurrence of sessions should not influence execu-
tive order issuance, regardless of unified or divided government. 
Consistent with our expectations stated in table 1, neither the es-
timated coefficient for In Session nor the interaction term is sta-
tistically different from zero. the magnitudes of the coefficients 
are extremely small compared to those in Model 2. these results 
provide strong evidence in favor of the Legislative Constraint 
Hypothesis, which suggests evasion is not as desirable a strategy 
for governors when legislatures maintain control over their ses-
sions. Moreover, the results of Model 6, separating the effects of 
special and regular sessions, show the same patterns. Figure 3 pre-
sents the marginal effects plots for Model 2 (when legislatures pos-
sess special session powers). the lack of statistical and substantive 
significance displayed in the plots speaks strongly in favor of the 
Legislative Constraint Hypothesis.

unilateralism is also correlated with some control variables. 
interestingly, governors with high institutional powers tend to issue 
fewer orders, suggesting there may be a substitution effect between 
unilateral action and other policy powers. this finding is consist-
ent with the idea that when governors possess greater control over 
the executive branch (through, for example, appointments) they 
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have less need to command agency implementation through uni-
lateral directives. However, the Beyle index combines many dif-
ferent powers, and future work would benefit from theoretically 
and empirically exploring the relationships between different types 
of executive tools. We also find greater legislative resource capac-
ity corresponds to higher rates of executive order use. the effect 
of such resources, however, may be conditional on interbranch 

Figure 3  
Marginal effects for Models Where states Have Legislative 

special session Powers
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conflict (Bolton and thrower 2016; Cockerham and Crew 2017) 
or policymaking capacity (Barber, Bolton, and thrower 2019).

Overall, then, we find strong support for our hypotheses. 
When legislatures lack control over when and whether they meet 
outside of regular sessions, governors see ample opportunities for 
using unilateral action in ways that are consistent with the eva-
sion hypothesis, depending on whether session is in or out (the 
executive evasion Hypothesis and the in-session Constraint 
Hypothesis). such evasion, moreover, manifests more strongly 
for the timing of regular sessions rather than special sessions (the 
session type Hypothesis). However, when legislatures have the 
power to call special sessions or set their agendas, governors are 
more reticent to act unilaterally and unable to use strategic tim-
ing to bypass legislatures (the Legislative Constraint Hypothesis). 
these effects are also consistent when examining the analysis for 
the power of legislatures to call special session and the power for 
them to determine the agenda of special sessions separately in 
table 11 in the online supporting information. thus, both powers 
appear to be important for legislatures to possess when constrain-
ing executive unilateralism, although we note they are often paired 
in states.

We also carry out additional robustness checks that lend sup-
port for our results. in table 16 in the online supporting infor-
mation, we conduct a placebo test examining whether these same 
theoretical dynamics manifest for ceremonial and routine orders 
that are excluded from our dependent variable. according to our 
theory, we should only find meaningful effects of legislative tim-
ing on executive orders that influence policy because those are the 
ones used strategically to advance gubernatorial agendas. such 
incentives should not affect the use of nonpolicy related orders. 
We do not find any empirical evidence that governors strategically 
time these less consequential executive orders, giving us greater as-
surance the main results reported here are not spurious.

Finally, one might argue legislative productivity could drive 
the results. On the one hand, a high volume of laws passed in a 
legislative session might decrease the need for unilateralism as an 
alternative pathway to policymaking or deter its use. On the other 
hand, more legislation could provide more sources of statutory 
authority that could be used as a basis for unilateral actions. We 
account for these possibilities by controlling for legislative produc-
tivity in a given year in table 17 in the online supporting informa-
tion. We find that there does appear to be a positive association 
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between the number of laws passed and unilateralism; however, it 
does not impact the substantive effects we estimated for our key 
independent variables. We interpret these results cautiously, given 
that legislative productivity is likely also a consequence of our key 
theoretical variables. thus, “controlling” for it makes interpreting 
the rest of the results problematic due to the potential of posttreat-
ment bias.

Do Governors “Wait Out” Sessions?

a final implication of our argument is that governors should 
“wait out” legislative sessions before issuing orders when the leg-
islature lacks special session powers. in other words, if  governors 
engage in strategic timing, unilateral activity should increase in the 
months immediately following legislative sessions. to examine this 
conjecture, we create dummy variables indicating whether a given 
month is the first one since a session ended, the second, the third, 
and then greater than the third. Our expectation for the effects 
of these variables differs based on whether a legislature has spe-
cial session powers. in the absence of these powers, if  governors 
are “waiting out” legislative sessions, we should observe a spike 
in unilateralism in the months immediately following the session. 
However, in states where legislatures have special session powers, 
these dynamics should not manifest. that is, governors will be just 
as active when legislatures are in session and out of session, no 
matter how recent the session.

the results of this analysis demonstrate that governors in 
states where legislatures lack session powers issue greater num-
bers of orders in the months immediately following the session. 
the same is not true of governors in states where legislatures hold 
these powers. Figure 4 illustrates these dynamics. as shown in the 
left panel, in states where legislatures lack special session powers, 
the estimated number of orders increases 34% and 41% during 
months one and two after a session ends, respectively. Both effects 
are statistically significant and increases relative to the in-session 
unilateralism rate. the predicted effects in months 3 and beyond 
are not statistically different from the in-session rate. the fact that 
this effect manifests only in states lacking special session powers 
helps to further rule out the possibility overall productivity is the 
driver of our key results. if  governors issued more unilateral ac-
tions after sessions to implement new legislation, we would expect 
these effects to manifest in all states rather than this specific subset.
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Furthermore, we investigated whether these effects were the 
same or not in divided and unified government. they are pri-
marily driven by divided government, in line with our general 
theoretical argument. None of  the counter variables is significant 
during periods of  unified government in models including inter-
actions between the indicators for months out of  session and di-
vided government. However, we estimate statistically significant 
interactions during divided government for the first two months 
after sessions end, suggesting that the dynamics in Figure 4 are 
primarily driven by governors “waiting out” sessions during di-
vided government when they know the legislature cannot readily 
reconvene to respond. these same dynamics are clearly absent in 
the right panel of  Figure 4, which displays the predictions for the 
states where legislatures possess special session powers. Here, the 
predicted volume of  unilateralism is statistically indistinguish-
able whether the legislature is in session or not. taken together, 
these results bolster our theoretical arguments. governors facing 
legislatures lacking control over their special sessions concen-
trate their unilateral activity in the months immediately following 
session adjournment, thus providing some additional evidence 
that these chief  executives engage in the strategic behavior we 
describe.

Figure 4  
gubernatorial unilateralism after sessions end, for states With 

and Without Legislative special session Powers
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Discussion and Conclusion

Whether or not legislatures can constrain executive policy-
making is a central question for evaluating the role of unilateral-
ism in a separated system. Political observers and scholars often 
portray legislatures as ineffective restraints on executive power. 
the broad scope of unilateral powers fuels fears executives will 
use orders to undercut legislative power. yet, there is little empiri-
cal support for this evasion hypothesis. executives certainly have 
strong incentives to use unilateral strategies to move policies in 
their favor, potentially at the expense of legislative majorities. so, 
how do legislatures restrain executives?

We argue a legislature’s ability to constrain executive power 
depends on its opportunities to challenge and impose costs on ex-
ecutives in the policymaking process. We highlight one important 
and relatively understudied component of such legislative poli-
cymaking capacity: the timing of and control over legislative ses-
sions. Other tools to constrain executive power have no real power 
if  legislatures cannot meet to use them. recognizing these policy-
making opportunities as a mechanism through which executives 
can skirt or be thwarted by legislatures offers an important quali-
fication to previous work on executive-legislative relations.

When legislatures lack special session powers, executives will 
act in a constrained manner during regular sessions but will unilat-
erally bypass legislatures when session is out. this dynamic should 
be particularly true during periods of divided government, when 
executives have the greatest desire to “wait out” legislative sessions 
to engage in evasive strategies. On the other hand, if  legislatures 
possess the power to control their special sessions, these timing 
effects should not manifest. in these cases, executives can expect 
to face relatively greater risks of reprisal if  they pursue unilateral 
policies that make legislative majorities worse off, whether or not 
the legislature is in session. We find strong support for our argu-
ments using a unique dataset on the timing of gubernatorial ex-
ecutive orders.

these results further our understanding about the role of 
legislative policymaking capacity in influencing executive branch 
behavior. By examining executive power through the lens of legis-
lative capacity, we gain a better sense of the institutional sources 
of variation in executive influence over policy and the bases of 
legislative power. this analysis also highlights the importance 
of using the us states to study questions of executive-legislative 
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relations. While many scholars speculate about the mechanisms 
underlying patterns of constraint at the federal level, many of the 
proposed mechanisms are invariant in that context. the subna-
tional level provides opportunities to understand the dynamics 
and mechanisms of legislative power that lead to constraint at the 
federal level.

in the online supporting information, we examine presiden-
tial executive order timing around congressional sessions. the 
Constitution empowers the president to call special sessions, but 
Congress still retains the implicit ability to determine its rules and 
agenda. this provision indicates some special session legislative 
powers, and thus we would not suspect the timing effects to mani-
fest. this is especially true given Congress adjourns sine die only 
for relatively short periods in the modern era. table 12 in the online 
supporting information reports the expected null results, conform-
ing with our broader theoretical argument and empirical results.

Finally, this study calls attention to the importance of observ-
ing the timing of executive actions within a given year, rather than 
just its annual aggregated frequency. although the unilateralism 
literature largely focuses on the latter, our results illuminate that 
these strategic decisions can be just as revelatory for understand-
ing legislative power vis-à-vis executive. Moreover, these findings 
contribute to a growing literature on strategic timing in executive 
policymaking (e.g., Potter 2017).

the argument and findings in this article suggest several paths 
for future research. First, scholars might do more to pursue the 
question of how session timing interacts with other powers and re-
sources legislatures possess. second, collecting additional data on 
gubernatorial unilateralism would also be a fruitful endeavor. Our 
claims are limited to a relatively short window (the state-years with 
available orders from 1993 to 2013); extending the data will allow 
researchers to leverage more variation in key variables. Finally, fu-
ture theoretical work could further consider heterogeneity in these 
effects, due to factors such as legislative productivity, plural execu-
tives, and different issue areas.

Overall, our study shows that institutional features of a 
separated system—in this case, provisions concerning legislative 
sessions—play an important role in shaping the opportunities ex-
ecutives possess for employing unilateralism to advance their pol-
icy agendas. When legislatures can assert themselves in the policy 
process, such as through the ability to call and control special ses-
sions, executive power may be cabined. importantly, these results 
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demonstrate that separation of powers is not a sufficient condition 
for inducing this kind of constraint. instead, the variety of insti-
tutions that delineate the bounds of authority within a separated 
system play an important role in structuring the balance of power 
between legislatures and executives.
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NOTES

 1. to build intuition, we focus here on the us states and the interplay be-
tween governors and state legislatures since that is the context for our empirical 
work. However, we believe the reach of the argument’s conclusions are broader, 
and we thus apply the general hypotheses to analyze the federal level below.
 2. Of course, waiting may also impose costs on governors, delaying the 
implementation of their priorities. if  these waiting costs are generally higher than 
ones imposed by legislative rebukes, our theoretical expectations should not man-
ifest empirically.
 3. https://www.texas month ly.com/polit ics/more-power -to-him-2/. 
accessed June 19, 2019.
 4. For the purposes of the theoretical argument, when we reference legis-
latures with “special session powers,” we mean ones that have the ability to call 
and/or determine the agendas of special sessions because we lack a strong ex 
ante expectation about the relative importance of each power. Later, we examine 
whether one or the other drives the empirical patterns we observe and find both 
are sufficient to produce the constraint we hypothesize here. in practice, they 
are highly, though not perfectly, correlated, which makes separating their relative 
influence difficult.

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/PWWSFP
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/PWWSFP
https://www.texasmonthly.com/politics/more-power-to-him-2/
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 5. Of course, the degree to which legislatures can respond may depend 
on additional costs to calling special sessions such as resources and opportunity 
costs, which we control for in the empirical analysis.
 6. We omit Nebraska because its nonpartisan unicameral legislature pres-
ents difficulties in testing arguments about divided government.
 7. in table 16 in the online supporting information, we use the omitted 
orders to conduct a placebo test, since we would not expect our theoretical argu-
ment to apply to them.
 8. some state-years had executive orders with missing dates. in some 
cases, we inferred the month it was issued based on its assigned number in re-
lation to other orders with dates. Where such deductions could not be made, we 
chose to drop those state-years to avoid miscounting. We do not believe that this 
missingness correlates with our variables or interest or outcomes and thus should 
not impact our substantive conclusions. the following state-years are dropped 
for those reasons: vermont (pre-2010), Michigan (pre-2004), Montana (pre-
2005), Wyoming (2000–2001), delaware (2004, 2008), illinois (2003-06), alaska, 
Connecticut (2003–2004), delaware (2001–2003, 2005), Florida (2000–2001, 
2006), New Hampshire (1996), New Jersey (1994), Pennsylvania (1997–99; 2001; 
2004–2006), and Wyoming (1994, 1999, 2002-03).
 9. table 10 in the online supporting information includes results from ze-
ro-inflated models.
 10. alternative models with state fixed effects yield similar results (see 
table 2 in the online supporting information).
 11. the results are robust to clustering at alternative levels as well. see 
tables 4–6 in the online supporting information.
 12. Most studies of state legislatures examining sessions focus on the 
length of the session, often finding it operates differently than other indicators 
of professionalism, such as expenditures or staff  size (Bowen and green 2014; 
gamm and Kousser 2010; Kousser and Phillips 2012; rosenthal 1996; Woods 
and Baranowski 2006). in this article, we do not examine the impact of session 
length per se. instead, we focus on the timing of sessions relative to executive 
action—a related, but distinct, line of inquiry. We do control for overall annual 
session length in table 18 in the online supporting information and find it does 
not impact our conclusions about timing.
 13. in the majority of cases, sessions end in the latter half  of the month (the 
25th is the modal adjournment date), so aggregating to the month level is unlikely 
to induce substantial measurement error. We alternatively use the percentage of 
calendar days the legislature is in session in a given month to account for het-
erogeneity in adjournment date and find equivalent results (table 9 in the online 
supporting information). there are a few cases where we were unable to ascertain 
the dates of legislative sessions for some state-years from the Book of states, so 
these observations are omitted.
 14. in table 11 n the online supporting information, we examine each 
power separately and find that neither is alone driving our results. However, 
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the high correlation between the powers makes identifying the effects separately 
somewhat difficult.
 15. the models exclude third party governors. We add them to the analysis 
in table 8 in the online supporting information, coding their terms as divided 
government.
 16. the inclusion of these controls does not materially affect the results 
(see table 1 in the online supporting information).
 17. We average these four indices and exclude factors not consistently mea-
sured over time, such as organizational power and election procedures, and ex-
clude governor party given its overlap with our other variables of interest. Beyle 
(2008) provides data for the following years in our dataset: 1988, 1994, 1998, 
2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, and 2007. We use linear interpolation to fill gaps 
between years. table 7 in the online supporting information shows the results 
are robust to dropping 1993, which is problematic for the index (Krupnikov and 
shipan 2012).
 18. the analysis is robust to including these variables separately (table 3 in 
the online supporting information).
 19. in table 13 in the online supporting information, we control for other 
formal policymaking powers of the legislature that might confound the effect 
of session powers, notably legislative veto powers (Barber, Bolton, and thrower 
2019).
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